O n e Wo r l d, M a n y S t o r i e s
Dear Librarians,
Share the world with your readers by using our Passport to Summer
Reading brochure! This brochure contains a variety of books from Penguin
Young Readers Group focusing on the theme One World, Many Stories. The
brochure is divided by grade levels and features our best selections. Some
books make perfect read alouds while others can be read independently.
Children are encouraged to read the books, rank them, and discuss them with
their friends.
Readers have the opportunity to create their own Passport to Summer
Reading brochures by going to the Penguin Young Readers Group Teachers
and Librarians website (www.penguin.com/teachersandlibrarians ) or to
Baker & Taylor’s website (www.Baker-Taylor.com/CATS ). There you can
download and print out as many Passports as you need for your library. Use
this Passport as an incentive to encourage summer reading by challenging
kids to read as many as they can or explore unfamiliar genres .
The Passport to Summer Reading downloadable version contains additional
books than what is included in this sample guide. We hope this brochure
encourages your readers to have a memorable and fun Summer Reading
experience.

Bon Voyage!
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A t T his V ery Moment

animals around the world are waking up with you. And as you brush
your teeth and get ready for school,
they’re preparing for their days, too.
From bears and their cubs in green,
grassy meadows to finback whales on
breezy coasts, the natural world is
full of life and splendor just waiting
to be discovered.
With gorgeous paintings and
gently rhythmic text, celebrated
naturalist Jim Arnosky invites you
to think globally about the exciting
things animals are doing throughout
the moments of your day. It’s an
amazing world out there—at this
very moment.
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Chapter Books, Grade 3

O'CONNOR

One day in 1974, farmers in China were digging

army and why? Find out in this exciting true
HIDDEN ARMY

Reading with Help
✙ Short sentences
✙ Simple plots
✙ Simple dialogue

Reading Alone

✙ Longer text
✙ Harder words
✙ More complex stories

$3.99 US

($4.99 CAN)

GROSSET & DUNLAP

www.penguin.com/youngreaders

GROSSET & DUNLAP

The books in this series are
listed inside. Read them all!

By Jane O'Connor
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Beginning to Read
✙ Simple words
✙ Big type
✙ Picture clues
✙ Word repetition
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story about the first emperor of China.
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a rock? No. It was a part of a life-size clay soldier.
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a well. Suddenly they found something. Was it
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Fiction, Grades 4 – 5
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Fiction, Grades 5 – 6
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